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Learning in Years 7 to 10
In the Secondary School at Immanuel Lutheran College, we focus on meeting the personal, intellectual and social needs of
adolescents within a Christian context. With the teenage years come physical and emotional challenges as children grow into
young adults, developing their individual identity and connections within community. With growing maturity and independence,
they begin to take responsibility for their learning and for establishing and maintaining healthy relationships. We provide
opportunities for our students to learn and grow in ways that acknowledge and respect each unique phase of their development.
To prepare our young people for a changing world where they will need to be responsible global citizens who can innovate, create
and continue to learn, we develop their 21st century skills (critical thinking, creative thinking, communication, collaboration,
team work, ICT skills and, importantly, personal and social skills – see Figure 1). We foster engagement and personal growth by
building skills across a diverse range of learning areas before making individual choices to focus on specific areas of interest. All
learning areas embed rigorous preparation for senior secondary subjects and assessments, building 21st century skills along with
discipline-specific knowledge, skills and ways of working.

Figure 1: The 21st century skills

Academic and pastoral care
At Immanuel, the whole person is the whole point. We see balance in life as important and encourage students to grow in all
aspects of their lives. Wellbeing and healthy relationships provide the foundations for academic success and so we entwine our
academic and pastoral care of students with specific focus areas for each stage of student development.

Home Group
Each year level cohort is divided into Home Groups. In Years 7 to 10, the Home Group is the class group for most core subjects.
Students meet in their Home Groups with their Home Group teacher at the start of each day.
Parents and students are asked to contact the Home Group teacher in the first instance to communicate information or raise
concerns. The Home Group teacher can provide support and guidance with peer issues, academic progress, subject choices,
cocurricular activities and study habits. Students may be referred to specialist staff for further support (e.g. College Counsellor,
Pathways Coordinator).

Life Skills
Students participate in a weekly Life Skills lesson, delivered by the Home Group teacher. The Life Skills program equips students
to develop social and emotional capacity. It is developed by our Director of Wellbeing and informed by best practice and current
research. The Life Skills program is sequenced to ensure that students gain the information, skills and experience pertinent to their
developmental needs.
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Independent Learning Skills
Learning how to learn is a critically important skill for young people to develop. Independent learners need to be able to effectively
manage time, organise information, record useful study notes, use memory effectively, engage in deep learning, set goals and
reflect on progress. These skills are explicitly taught through our Study Skills Development Program.
Industry leaders in this area, Elevate Education, provide the resources we use in this program. Each year level begins the year
with a workshop provided by Elevate’s team of young presenters. The topics covered provide a developmentally appropriate
continuum of learning (see table below). Our teachers build on this initial learning with on-going training and support throughout
the year using additional Elevate Education resources. Students and parents can reinforce the message at home by accessing a
broad range of text-based and multi-media resources on the Elevate Education website. To assist further, the College facilitates a
Parent Information Evening with Elevate Education presenters.
Study Skills Development Curriculum: Structure and Sequence (Provider: Elevate Education)
Year 7

Year 8

Topics include:
• Transitioning to High
School
• Dynamic Reading skills
• Effective note taking skills
• Conceptual learning
techniques
• Independent Learning
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Year 10

Topics include:
Topics include:
• Creating a study routine
• Maximising attention and
• Prioritising high value tasks
minimising distractions
• Creating Assessment
• Memory and learning
planne
styles
• Semantic learning
techniques
• Avoiding rote learning
through use of high-level
techniques

Year 11

Topics include:
• Developing routines to
balance study and lifestyle
• Working smart by
completing high value
work
• Utilising study groups to
leverage time
• Techniques for overcoming
procrastination

Year 9

Topics include:
• Highest value exam
preparation tasks
• Fixing mistakes to ensure
constant improvement
• Time allocation during
exam preparation
• Techniques for managing
stress & time pressure in
exams

Topics include:
• Utilising the syllabus to
frame study
• Structuring and reviewing
organised notes
• Conceptual learning
to develop deep
understanding
• Utilising practice exam
papers
• Standing out through
independent learning

Year 12

Topics include:
• Techniques for selfmotivating
• The role of belief and selfefficacy in performance
• Developing a growth
mindset
• Increasing motivation
through goal attachment
• Breaking goals into
manageable tasks and
deadlines

Topics include:
• Overcoming weaknesses in
the lead up to exams
• The role of exam study
groups
• Stress management
techniques and wellbeing
• Study routines for swot-vac
and holidays

Parent/Teacher/Student Interviews and academic coaching

To encourage students to take ownership of their learning, students are key participants in our Parent/Teacher/Student interviews
which are held twice yearly (at the start of Terms Two and Three). Opportunity is provided for students, parents and teachers
to review the student’s learning progress, to peruse the student’s work and to set goals and strategies for improvement. The
interviews are invaluable in building partnerships between home and school to enhance student learning.
The Parent/Teacher/Student interviews are supported by academic coaching conversations at school between students and
their pastoral care and subject teachers. Students are assisted to identify specific learning goals and to develop strategies for
improvement. Additional meetings can be requested at any time throughout the year.

Flexible learning within a blended learning environment
The Immanuel Teaching and Learning Framework reflects our holistic approach to education. Through this framework we harness
our physical, virtual and relational spaces to develop each student’s personal capabilities with a focus on engagement, rigour,
growth and reflection.

Physical spaces
Secondary School facilities are being progressively renewed to provide agile, student-centred, flexible learning spaces in which
the 21st century skills can be developed in a technology-rich environment. The Year 7 learning areas and the Environmental Centre
are now complete and provide a snapshot of the new spaces to come throughout the campus.
Complementing the redevelopment of our physical spaces, is our teachers’ focus on facilitating co-operative learning and
developing the productive habits of mind that characterise effective learners in a global, connected world. These include:
persisting, thinking and communicating with clarity and precision, managing impulsivity, gathering data through all the senses,
listening with understanding and empathy, creating, imagining, thinking flexibly, responding with wonderment and awe, thinking
about thinking, taking responsible risks, striving for accuracy, applying past knowledge to new situations, finding humour, thinking
interdependently, questioning and posing problems, and remaining open to continuous learning.

Relational spaces
Learning is greatly enhanced when healthy relationships and trust exist between students, parents and teachers. We understand
that young people need to learn how to build and maintain relationships and trust. Our restorative practices approach to building
responsible behaviours focuses on repairing harm and restoring relationships when mistakes are made.

Virtual spaces
Our One-One Device program provides each student with their own Windows hybrid tablet device with pen and touch technology.
Students can interact with this device through pen, keyboard, audio or video providing the flexibility to learn and create using
multiple modalities, anywhere, anytime. SEQTA, our virtual space, provides a platform for students to engage with their learning
beyond the bounds of the classroom or the campus.
SEQTA Learn is a ‘one-stop shop’ for students to access digital resources either on campus or at home. Students are encouraged
to utilise this portal to support the learning that takes place in classrooms. Via SEQTA Learn, students can manage all aspects of
their school life, including their timetable, collaboration with peers and teachers, content, assessments, grades, goal setting and
homework. When students log in to SEQTA Learn, they can see their personalised calendar and can ‘hover over’ each day to see
if they have assessment tasks current for the group of subjects in which they are enrolled. Links on SEQTA Learn also allow for
electronic submission of drafts and final tasks. For students who are absent on due dates, this is an ideal way to submit their work.
SEQTA Engage provides parents with the information needed to effectively partner with the College to support their child(ren)’s
learning journey. This includes reporting, attendance, timetables, teacher contacts, latest results, finance, excursion information,
notices, etc. Parents are able to access SEQTA Engage via the Portal option on the College Home Page, www.immanuel.qld.edu.
au, by entering their user name and password. Please contact the Secondary School Office should you require assistance with this
process.
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Differentiated learning
Differentiating learning and assessment provides a pathway to success for all students by meeting their individual needs for
extension, enrichment or support. Classroom assistance by specialist teachers and aides from the Learning Enhancement
Department may be accessed as recommended in a student’s Learning Plan. Individual Education Plans are developed for verified
students.

Digital citizenship
Students must learn what it is to be a responsible digital citizen. The College seeks to partner with parents to provide suitable
boundaries for students as they learn to behave appropriately in the virtual world. Social media use, particularly, can damage
relationships and offer tempting distractions for teenagers. Many experts recommend that parents monitor their child’s use of
social media and limit access to devices in private spaces and after bedtime.

Establishing routines
It is important in these formative years of Secondary Schooling, that students develop routines that promote wellbeing and provide
the foundations for academic success. Maintaining a balance of homework/study, physical activity and family/social activities
along with a healthy diet and plenty of sleep will promote mental and physical health. Having regular family routines can help
students organise their time and arrive at school with everything they need for a productive day of learning.

Homework
Students should develop a regular homework/study/revision routine that is set in a quiet, well-lit area away from distractions
such as the television, music, conversations and electronic devices (except when necessary for learning). Homework is designed
to consolidate and extend classroom learning, encourage independent learning, allow the completion of assignments, and to
promote reading*.
This table provides a general guide to the time that students should allocate to completing their homework/study/revision tasks
each night.
Per lesson

Per night

Per week

Year 7

5 – 10 minutes

40 minutes

2 – 2.5 hours

Years 8-9

10 – 15 minutes

1 hour

5 hours

Year 10

20 minutes

1 – 1.5 hours

5 – 7.5 hours

Year 11

25 minutes

2 – 2.5 hours

10 – 12.5 hours

Year 12

30 minutes

2.5 – 3 hours

12.5 – 15 hours

*The Ken Thamm Centre has a large and varied collection of engaging reading materials suitable for students in Years 7 to 10 and
the staff are very happy to work with students to find something they will enjoy reading.
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Weekly schedule
The Weekly Schedule for the Secondary School maximises the use of morning lessons for curriculum delivery. Other important
elements of College life (such as Recreational Sport, Assembly, Worship, Home Group time and Year Level meetings) are
scheduled for the afternoons.
Students are encouraged to plan ahead to ensure they pack all the equipment they will need for their next day at school.
The Secondary School weekly schedule is shown here:
Time

Lesson

Duration

8.25

L1 - HG

10 mins

8.35

L2

40 mins

9.15

L3

45 mins

10.00

L4

40 mins

10.40

Recess

25 mins

11.05

L5

40 mins

11.45

L6

45 mins

12.30

L7

40 mins

1.10

Lunch

40 mins

1.50

L8

40 mins

2.30

L9

40 mins

3.10

End of classes

Monday

Year 11 Rec
Sport Year
12 Tutorials

Years
7 to 10
Classes

Tuesday

Years 9
and 10
Rec Sport

Years 7
and 8,
Y11-12
Classes

Wednesday

Thursday

Worship

Life Skills

Pastoral Rotations

Assembly

Friday

Years
7 to 8 Rec
Sport

Years
9 to 12
Classes

Individual student timetables
Students will receive a copy of their individual weekly timetable and to keep it on display at home. Student timetables can also be
accessed via SEQTA.

Student Planner
The Student Planner is a useful organisation and time management tool. Students are encouraged to record their homework and
assessments in their planner. Included throughout the planner are valuable resources to assist students to build mindfulness and
wellbeing. Students are encouraged to regularly engage with these.
Also found in the planner is useful information such as the Dress and Appearance Guidelines and the Assessment Guidelines.
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A Guide to Subjects in Years 7 to 10
Curriculum Structure

Immanuel Lutheran College provides a broad range of subjects to develop students’ skills and understanding. Years 7-10 courses
are developed from the Australian Curriculum and provide foundational learning to prepare students for the Queensland Curriculum
and Assessment Authority (QCAA) subjects and Vocational Education courses offered at the College in Years 11 and 12.
In Years 7 and 8, students study core subjects and sample a broad range of subjects through learning area rotations or elective
choices. As they move into Years 9 and 10, they continue to study the core subjects and can select from a broad range of elective
subjects.
This Guide to Subjects uses colour coding to distinguish core, subject sampling and elective subjects:

Definitions
Core Subjects

Subject Sampling Rotations

Electives

All students study these subjects all year

Students rotate through these subjects

Students can select the electives they prefer

This table summarises the subjects offered and their status as core, subject sampling or elective at each year level. A detailed
description of each subject is offered on the following pages.
Core Subjects
Year 7

•
•
•
•
•
•

Christian Studies
English
Health & Physical Education
Humanities
Mathematics
Science

Subject Sampling Rotations or Electives
The Arts rotation
(one-semester units)
Students will rotate through one
semester of each subject:
• Performing Arts
• Visual Arts

Design, Innovation and Business
rotation
(one-semester units)
Students will rotate through one
semester of each subject:
• Business Design and
Technology*
• Culinary and Textile Innovation*
* Digital Technologies is embedded
as a key learning area in both
these units.

Year 8

Year 9
Students
select six
elective
subjects

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Christian Studies: The Rite
Journey
• English
• Health & Physical Education
• Humanities
• Mathematics
• Science

•
•
•
Students
select three •
•
electives
•
Year 10

9

Christian Studies
English
Health & Physical Education
Humanities
Mathematics
Science

Christian Studies
English
Health & Physical Education
Humanities
Mathematics
Science

Languages rotation
(one-semester units)
Students will rotate through one
semester of each language:
• German
• Japanese
* Identified students may be
withdrawn for Literacy and
Numeracy Support

The Arts Electives
(one-term units)
Students will rotate through one
term each of their four preferred
subjects:
• Dance
• Drama
• Media Studies
• Music
• Visual Art

Design, Innovation and Business
rotation
(one-semester units):
Students will rotate through one
semester of each subject
• Business Design and
Technology*
• Culinary and Textile Innovation*

The Arts Electives
(one-semester units):
• Dance
• Drama
• Media Studies
• Music
• Visual Art

Design, Innovation and Business
Electives
(one-semester units):
• Business and Technology
Solutions: Dollars, Drones and
Digitalisation
• Culinary and Textile Innovation:
Food and Fibre in Australia
• Design Innovation and
Engineering: Creating Sustainable
Solutions
• Future Solutions: Think Like an
Inventor

Languages Electives
(two-semester units)

The Arts Electives
(two-semester units):
• Dance
• Drama
• Media Studies
• Music
• Visual Art

Design, Innovation and Business
Electives
(two-semester units):
• Business Enterprise and
Innovation
• Culinary Design
• Design Engineering
• Design Innovation
• Digital Technologies

Languages Electives
(two-semester units):
• German
• Japanese

* Digital Technologies is embedded
as a key learning area in both
these units.

Languages Electives
(two-semester units)
Students will select one language
to study for the year*
• German
• Japanese
* Identified students may be
withdrawn for Literacy and
Numeracy Support

• German
• Japanese

Alphabetic listing of subjects offered in Years 7 to 10
Business and Technology Solutions: Dollars, Drones and Digitalisation
Business and Technology Solutions provides students with opportunities to develop entrepreneurial and enterprising behaviours
and capabilities. Through real world applications and integrated learning, students learn to effectively embrace change; seek
innovation; work with others; show initiative, flexibility and leadership; and use new and emerging technologies. Business and
Technology solutions will provide students the opportunity to develop twenty-first century, transferable and creative skills as well
as proficiency in technology and communication applications suitable for future employment and success, no matter what career
path a student follows.
What is Business and Technology Solutions all about?
Students investigate the contribution technology has to the individual and society and the changing nature of work. They examine
how individuals may derive an income, the changing landscape of business solutions and the rise of digitalisation across an array
of business industries.
The Business Enterprise and Innovation courses enables students to:
• Develop an understanding of the contemporary nature of business and the economy
• Develop enterprising behaviours and capabilities that can be transferred into life, work and business
• Develop understandings to enable active and ethical participation in local, national, regional and global economies
• Develop innovative, entrepreneurial and computational thinking skills
• Develop an understanding of applications, computers and coding (computer programming)
• Develop an understanding of what it means to be digitally literate and to have digital competency
• Design digital solutions through authentic learning challenges
• Foster curiosity, collaboration and creativity
• Produce digital content using the right software tools for the right purpose
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 9
(Elective)

One Semester Course
Entrepreneurship: Dream Dare Doevelop
Navigating tThe Game of Life
• Entrepreneurial Case Studies
Financial Literacy: Dollars and Sense
• Digital Technologies in our lives
• Earning an income
• Developing and Applying Drone technology as a
• Cycles affecting daily lives
driver for business ideas
• Understanding jobs and income
• Foundations of Marketing Leveraging technology,
• Financial Literacy skills
programming and coding for new business ideas
• Spending and saving
• Start-ups and Incubators
• Budgeting
• Excel and Database Solutions

How will I show what I know and can do?
There will be a variety of assessment techniques including practical tasks, projects and short tests.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Accounting, Business, Digital Solutions
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Busiess Enterprise and Innovation
Business Enterprise and Innovation provides students with opportunities to develop enterprising behaviours and capabilities
that will equip them to actively participate in society as individuals and more broadly as global citizens. Through real world
opportunities students learn to effectively embrace change; seek innovation; work with others; show initiative, flexibility and
leadership; and use new technologies. Business Enterprise and Innovation will provide students the opportunity to develop twentyfirst century, transferable and creative skills as well as proficiency in technology and communication applications suitable for
future employment and success, no matter what career path a student follows.
What is Business Enterprise and Innovation all about?
The Business Enterprise and Innovation courses enables students to:
• Develop an understanding of the contemporary nature of business and the economy.
• Develop enterprising behaviours and capabilities that can be transferred into life, work and business.
• Develop understandings to enable active and ethical participation in the local, national, regional and global economy as
economically, financially and business-literate citizens.
• Develop innovative and entrepreneurial thinking skills
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 9
(Elective)

One Semester Course
Entrepreneurship: Dream Dare Develop
The Game of Life: Dollars and Sense
• Earning an income
• Entrepreneurial Case Studies
• Cycles affecting daily lives
• Digital Technologies in our lives
• Understanding jobs and income
• Developing and Applying Drone technology as a
• Financial Literacy skills
driver for business ideas
• Spending and saving
• Leveraging technology, programming and coding
• Budgeting
for new business ideas
• Excel and Database Solutions
• Start-ups and Incubators
Two Semester Course
Semester One

Year 10
(Elective)

Semester Two

Business Innovation and the Digital
Revolution
• Concept of an ‘economy’
• How markets work
• Impacts and world events

Financial Growth and Economic Sustainability
• Financial skills and literacy
• Investment risks and options
• Wealth creation
• ASX Schools Sharemarket Game

Marketing and Applications of Ai
• The role of technology in driving economic
change
• Artificial Intelligence applications
• Identifying social need

The Study of People and Choices
• Understanding economic performance
• Business Models and Case Studies
• Consumerism and Market Trends
• Project Based Learning: Market Day
• Philanthropy and the triple bottom line

How will I show what I know and can do?
There will be a variety of assessment techniques including practical tasks, projects and short tests.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Accounting, Business
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Christian Studies
What is Christian Studies all about?
Christian Studies is an integral part of the Christian experience distinctive to Immanuel Lutheran College. Based on the Christian
Studies Curriculum Framework developed by Lutheran Education Australia, it is an outcome-based program that spirals across
all year levels along the four strands of Christian Beliefs, Christian Church, Christian Living and Christianity in the World. The
Christian Studies classroom is a learning environment in which students have an opportunity to gain a clear understanding
and appreciation of the Christian story by exploring biblical texts and other Christian literature. Furthermore, it is a place where
students can explore a range of religious and non-religious perspectives they will encounter in an increasingly pluralistic society.
Through a process of inquiry, discussion and reflection, students are mentored to:
• Become articulate, empathic and discerning members of the community.
• Listen to and identify the issues underlying discussion.
• Enter into open, respectful dialogue with people whose religious, philosophical and ethical views are different.
• Present an informed and well-considered personal position.
However, in Year 9, the Christian Studies lessons are used together with one Life Skills lesson a week for students to undertake
The Rite Journey. A personal self-development program, The Rite Journey is offered by specially trained staff in gender-based
classes. The focus is on relationship building, including a wide variety of activities, camping experiences, challenges and ritual
celebrations. Some of the latter are shared with parents, too. In essence, The Rite Journey is a rite of passage, helping students
on their way to becoming respectful, resilient and responsible adults. Due to the nature of this program, The Rite Journey is not
assessed.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 7
Year 8

Year 9
The Rite
Journey
Year 10

Term One
Term Two
Jesus said:
Worship
Who do you say that I am?

Term Three
Community Service

Term Four
Ethics of Creation:
Christian Stewardship

The Bible:
Source of Christian
Teaching
Relationship with self:
Who am I, really?

Creation

One Church, Many
Denominations

Ethics of Commerce and
Marketing

Relationship with
others:
How do I get along with
others?
Judaism

Relationship with spirit: Relationship with the
Is there something more? world:
What do I have to give?

Why is Jesus important
anyway?

Social Justice

Morality and Ethics

How will I show what I know and can do?
There will be a variety of assessment techniques, including drama, artwork, writing tasks, quizzes and tests, group activities,
research pieces, excursions, oral presentations, creating games and practical tasks.
Just like other academic subjects, Christian Studies is an intellectual pursuit (the individual’s faith is never assessed).
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Culinary Design
Culinary Design promotes the development of students’ abilities to know, think, investigate, create, communicate, participate and
reflect in order to enhance the wellbeing of individuals and family members. It focuses on human growth and development, food,
nutrition and health, consumer decisions and safety.
What is Culinary Design all about?
• Students will learn how to manage human and non-human resources.
• Critical thinking and creative design will be used to find solutions to practical food and textile challenges.
• Students will work collaboratively in a Food environment to develop co-operative work habits.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Two semester Course
Semester One
Year 10
(Elective)

Recipes
• Reading, modifying, planning, portion sizing,
budgeting, nutritional balance
Kitchen Chemistry

Semester Two
Food–related conditions
• Food Allergies and intolerances
International Cuisine
• Mexican, Italian, Chinese etc.
• Learning the culture of a chosen country

Sustainable Living
How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will complete on-line modules, workbook tasks and mini-assignments to determine their understanding of the course.
Practical skills related to food usage will be demonstrated by students during practical lesson times.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Hospitality
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Culinary and Textile Innovation: Food and Fibre in Australia
Culinary and Textile Innovation promotes the development of students’ abilities to know, think, investigate, create, communicate,
participate and reflect to enhance the wellbeing of individuals and family members. It focuses on human growth and development,
food, nutrition and health, the nature of materials, techniques to manipulate materials, consumer decisions and safety.
What is Culinary and Textile Innovation all about?
• Students will learn how to manage human and non-human resources.
• Critical thinking and creative design will be used to find solutions to practical textile challenges.
• Students will work collaboratively to develop co-operative work habits.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 9
(Elective)

One semester Course
Food and Nutrition in Australia
Fibre Production
• The Australian Guide to Healthy Eating
• Design Process
• Food Groups
• Manufacturing
• Food Safety and Hygiene
• Create a Duffle Bag for Mt Binga
• Food Related Conditions-Lifestyle Diseases
• Create Saleable Items
• Understanding Recipes including reading,
modifying, planning, portion sizing, budgeting and
nutritional balance

How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will complete online modules, workbook tasks and mini-assignments to determine their understanding of the course.
Practical skills related to textile usage will be demonstrated by students during practical lesson times.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Hospitality
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Dance
Dance aims to develop communication through movement and encourages students to become more confident with their
cognitive, physical and metaphysical dimensions. As students explore movement and create movement sequences, they develop
their physical and sensory awareness and strengthen their personal aesthetic. Through the physicality of Dance, students
experience a genuine sense of enjoyment and personal achievement.
What is Dance all about?
• Students will be provided with an aesthetic experience.
• Students will critically examine their understandings of dance forms as they learn to appreciate dance works.
• Students will learn to perform with confidence.
• Students develop creative abilities as they choreograph dance sequences.
• Students will be assisted to achieve their unique potential through the Arts.
• Self-discipline is built within the student.
• Students are encouraged to be involved with ongoing activities within the Arts.
• A physical experience is provided to create critical and active awareness.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Term One
Term Two
Term Three
Term Four
Year 7
One semester course within The Arts rotation: Performing Arts
(Subject
Music: Foundations: Basic Drumming, Guitar and Vocal Skills; Legends of Music
sampling) Drama: Elements of Drama, Improvisation
Dance: Elements of Dance, Safe Dance Practice, Choreography
Year 8
One term course within The Arts rotation
(Subject
Dance on the Big Screen
sampling) Students will view and analyse Step Up, Hairspray and High School Musical. They will utilised their skills for
positioning team members and making additions to choreography to complete a teacher-devised sequence. They
will develop their performance skills and showcase an understanding of performance qualities suitable for this area
of study.
Year 9
One semester course
(Elective) The World of Creative Dance
Students will develop their technical and choreography skills during the first term. During the second term, they
will grow their knowledge and understanding of the elements of dance along with heightening their analytical skills
when it comes to watching dances from around the world. Students will also rehearse a teacher-devised task to
enhance their expressive skills in Dance.
Unit 3 - Entertainment
Unit 4 - Dance and
Year 10
Unit 1 -Contemporary
Unit 2 - History of
Technology
Students will extend
(Elective) Dance
Dance
their responding skills
Students will film a
Students will look at the
Students will strengthen
development of dance
in dance and then use
contemporary dance using
their technical and
a stimulus from their
expressive skills in Dance. over time including the
their knowledge and
understanding to recreate environment.
genres of Ballet, Hipa story through Dance for a
Hop and Contemporary
movement. They will learn Primary audience.
a teacher-devised task for
an audience.
How will I show what I know and can do?
• Students will complete workshops and learn devised routines to develop and demonstrate performance skills.
• Students will view, discuss, analyse and evaluate dance sections and works by professional choreographers to assist them in
creating their own dance routines.
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Design Engineering
Design Engineering aims to enable students to develop transferable skills relevant to a range of industry based electives and future
employment opportunities. They understand industry practices, interpret specifications, including information and drawings, safely
demonstrate fundamental construction skills and apply skills and procedures with hand/power tools and equipment.
What is Design Engineering all about?
Design Engineering focuses on the use of design and technologies knowledge and understanding, processes and production skills
and design thinking to produce innovative solutions to identified needs. They learn to transfer theoretical knowledge to practical
activities across a range of projects. There is an underlying emphasis on safety in all aspects of design and manufacture.
The Design Engineering course enables students to:
• understand and apply industry practices in construction and engineering tasks
• demonstrate fundamental construction skills
• interpret drawings and technical information
• communicate using oral, written and graphical modes
• organise, calculate and plan construction processes
• evaluate the products and structures they create using predefined specifications
• select and apply construction skills and procedures in construction tasks
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Two semester Course
Semester One
Year 10
(Elective)

Industry Practices
• Fundamental skills
• Interpret drawings and technical information
• Welding
• Wood Lathing

Semester Two
Construction and Engineering Processes
• Design, Manufacture and Evaluate furniture items
• Sheet metal products

How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will complete design booklets and create practical solutions to display their understanding of the course material.
Students will demonstrate their skills by creating designed solutions based on critical evaluation of needs or opportunities.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Construction and Engineering
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Design Innovation
Australia needs enterprising and innovative individuals with the ability to make discerning decisions concerning the development,
use and impact of technologies. The Design Innovation course prepares students to be effective problem-solvers as they learn
about and work with contemporary and emerging technologies.
What is Design Innovation all about?
The Design Innovation teaching and learning approach uses a design process grounded in the problem-based learning framework.
In Semester 1, students will learn about and experience designing in the context of human-centred design. They will use designing
with empathy as an approach as they design for the needs and wants of an identified person or group. In Semester 2, students will
learn about and experience designing in the context of sustainable design. They will use a redesigning approach to design for an
opportunity.
The Design Innovation course enables students to:
• Learn about and experience design through exploring needs, wants and opportunities
• developing ideas and design concepts
• using drawing and low-fidelity prototyping skills
• evaluate ideas and design concepts
• communicate proposals to suit different stakeholders
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Two semester Course
Semester One

Semester Two
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Year 10
(Elective)

Design briefs
Principles of Good Design
Divergent thinking
Prototyping
Synthesis
Evaluation
Communication techniques

Human-Centred Design
(Designing with Empathy)
• Design process
• Data collection
• Four pleasure framework
• Empathy maps
• Ergonomics
• Needs and wants of stakeholders

Sustainable Design
(Redesign)
• Design process
• Whole life cycles
• Economic sustainability
• Social sustainability
• Ecological sustainability
• Planned obsolescence
• Circular design methods

How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will develop skills through exploring the design process. Students undertake two project-based design assessments that
develop these processes and production skills in line with Senior Design Syllabus Objectives.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Design, Construction and Engineering.
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Design Innovation and Business: BDT and CTI Rotations
In Year 7 & 8, students in the Design Innovation and Business Department complete two semester long courses each year
Business Design and Technology (BDT) and Culinary and Textile Innovation (CTI). Each course will integrate and explicitly teach
creative and critical thinking, digital technologies and 21st century skills. The BDT and CTI rotations introduce students to the
design thinking process and business and economics knowledge through the exploration of innovation and digital technologies.
Using a project based learning approach students will focus on the acquisition, development and transfer of key skills across
several connected subject areas to promote deep and visible learning and improved student outcomes in complex problemsolving, reasoning and practical applications.
What are the Business Design and Technology (BDT) and Culinary and Textile Innovation (CTI) rotations all about?
During Year 7, students will work within the context of a restaurateur who is being featured in a food magazine for their
entrepreneurship and innovation in the hospitality industry. Their project based learning will culminate in a magazine cover and a
feature article with all elements and components created by the students.
In Year 8, students work within the context of sustainability establishing a self-sufficient tiny home retreat for overnight stays.
Students will explore the implications of technology and increased awareness in society as a driver for innovation across tourism
and design. Students will create an interactive website or a mobile application that they will continue to add to throughout the
course to profile their tiny home design, their retreat catering service and the features of self-sufficient living and sustainable
business practices.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 7
(Subject sampling)

Year 8
(Subject sampling)

One Semester Courses
BDT: Restaurant Based Entrepreneurship
CTI: Restaurant Based Entrepreneurship
(Marketing)
(Operating)
Profile a new restaurant concept through a
Profile a new magazine brand concept including:
• a magazine cover
magazine feature article including:
• a healthy meal
• a branding concept
• a textile project (apron)
• a tealight box made on the laser cutter
• an engineering project (serving platter)
• a magazine article spread
BDT: Eco Tourism and Sustainability
CTI: Sustainable Textiles and Hospitality
Profile a tiny home retreat business through a
Profile catering options for the tiny home retreat
website or mobile application including:
business through a website or mobile application,
• a branding concept
including:
• 2D designs and floor plans
• a branding concept
• 3D computer generated drawings
• sustainable food options
• sustainability goals and guides for self• cater for a range of dietary
sufficient living
• sustainable textile items for food storage

How will I show what I know and can do?
Each Semester Course will culminate with an integrated project comprising of four smaller milestones completed throughout the
project.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Business, Construction and Engineering, Design, Digital Solutions, and Hospitality
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Design Innovation and Engineering: Creating Sustainable Solutions
Sustainable design concepts create new designs that can be supported indefinitely in terms of their economic, social and
ecological impact. Design Innovation and Engineering enables student to utilise these concepts to develop and create new and
sustainable solutions to identified needs or wants. Students use creativity and innovation skills with increasing independence and
collaboration to transfer theoretical knowledge to practical projects.
What is Design Innovation and Engineering all about?
Students expand knowledge, understanding and skills related to exploring, designing and producing. This subject is both an
applied and hands-on technology course that requires students to research, design and manufacture proposed solutions
The Design Innovation and Engineering course enables students to:
• Develop an understanding of design decisions when producing products, services and environments
• Develop an understanding of sustainable design thinking
• Develop an understanding of the sustainable use of materials, tools and techniques
• Develop innovation, creative and critical thinking skills
• Develop and create new and sustainable solutions to problems
• Develop an understanding of safe work practices using the workshop and technology spaces
• Create designed solutions based on critical evaluation of needs or opportunities
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 9
(Elective)

Sustainable Design
• Design skills
• Design process
• 2D and 3D Relationships
• Prototyping
• Manufacturing

One Semester Course
Sustainable Design
• Green design
• Repurposing
• Sustainability in Design
• Manufacturing

How will I show what I know and can do?
There will be a variety of assessment techniques including design folios and practical experiences.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Construction and Engineering, Design
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Digital Technologies
Digital Technologies provides students with an understanding of some of the skills needed to succeed in the 21st century including
critical thinking, problem solving and creativity. It also provides an understanding of what it means to be digitally literate and it
teaches skills to extend their digital competency.
What is Digital Technologies all about?
Digital Technologies provides students with practical opportunities to understand applications, computers, networks and coding
(computer programming). Students will complete practical activities that incorporate a variety of software applications and also
develop their own application through coding
The Digital Technologies course enables students to:
• develop their computational thinking and learn to specify and document their design process
• develop a deeper understanding of the interactions between digital systems, data, people and processes.
• design, develop, manage and evaluate digital solutions
• apply information systems and specific ways of thinking about problem solving
• develop skills in the use of a variety of applications to enable the production of digital content
• use the right software tools for the right purpose.
• foster curiosity, collaboration, persistence, innovation and creativity
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Semester One
Year 10
(Elective)

Digital Solutions for Graphic and Digital Design
• Photo editing with Photoshop
• Animation with Adobe Animate
• Video editing with Adobe Premier Pro

Semester Two
Programming with Python
• Game and App development.
• Programming constructs and efficient program
structure.
• User interfaces eg Using Python
• Scripting eg Using Unity

How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will complete class workbooks, general achievement tests and project work to demonstrate their understanding of the
course.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Digital Solutions, Information Communication and Technologies
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Drama
Drama provides students with the opportunity to create, collaborate and develop confidence. Drama aims to equip students with
skills that are transferable to all industries. The ability to speak publicly, problem solve and approach a variety of situations with
a creative edge, are skills of upmost importance as our world changes at a rapid pace, with new occupations being created each
year. Students will shape, analyse and present dramatic works through both written and performance-based assessment. Students
will also be exposed to scriptwriting, producing and designing. They will take inspiration from past and present events, while
studying how theatre can empower through social comment. The collaborative nature of Drama enables students to enjoy and
experience the creative process first-hand, through a sense of ownership and achievement.
What is Drama all about?
• Confidence-building.
• Fostering individual and collaborative artistic talents.
• Studying poignant dramatic works within their historical, social and political contexts.
• Communication through body and voice.
• Knowledge of different theatrical styles and methods.
• Engaging in social issues.
• Analysis of artistic representations of the world and humanity.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 7
(Subject
sampling)
Year 8
(Subject
sampling)
Year 9
(Elective)
Year 10
(Elective)

Term One
Term Two
Term Three
One semester course within The Arts rotation: Performing Arts course
Music: Foundations: Basic Drumming, Guitar and Vocal Skills; Legends of Music
Drama: Elements of Drama, Improvisation
Dance: Elements of Dance, Safe Dance Practice, Choreography
One term course within The Arts rotations
Australian Theatre: characterisation, devising, interpreting scripts and stage craft

Term Four

Children’s Theatre (analysing, script writing, designing
and performing whole class production)

Children’s Theatre (analysing, script writing, designing
and performing whole class production)

Unit 1: Interpreting and performing characters (voice
and movement skills)

Unit 3: Theatre for social comment (directing,
designing and performance)

Unit 2: Understanding dramatic styles (conventions and Unit 4: Analysing and evaluating dramatic works (exam
preparation)
devising)
How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will demonstrate their understanding of Drama through a variety of workshops resulting in individual and group
performances, improvisations and written responses.
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English
What is English all about?
• Each year level’s thematic focus provides a progression of development from self-expression to discovery.
• Students will work with language in a variety of everyday, literary and multi-modal contexts.
• An opportunity is provided for students to engage in, discover and appreciate literature, poetry, drama, film and the media.
• Students will read, write and review critically in a range of genres.
• Students will speak and perform in a variety of situations.
• Students will practise and master textual features such as vocabulary, grammar, spelling, sentence structure and punctuation.
• All studies prepare students for NAPLAN Testing in Years 7 and 9.
• Year 10 will provide a sampling of ATAR English (Semester One) and Literature (Semester Two)
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 7
Growing
into Me

Term One
Revealing Stories
Short story writing
NAPLAN Preparation
Promoting People
Persuasive Essay

Term Two
Promoting People
(cont.)
Persuasive Essay
NAPLAN
Powerful Poems
Reflective Recital

Term Three
Reading Richly
Novel study

Term Four
Persuasive Promotions
(cont.)
The world of advertising

Persuasive Promotions Myths and legends
The world of advertising
Dramatic performance

Year 8
Fantasy
and
Dreams

Use the News
Creating news stories

Poetry of Passion and
Protest (cont.)
Analytical exploration

A Film Fantasy
Imaginative writing

A Novel Notion (cont.)
Novel study

Poetry of Passion and
Protest
Analytical exploration

Dreams for a Better
World
Persuasive speech

A Novel Notion
Novel study

Classic Tales
Dramatic performance

Year 9
The World
around
you:
History
and
Context

Creating Narratives
Short Stories

A Writer’s Right
(cont.)
Persuasive Essay
NAPLAN

The World of Fiction
Novel study

Films of Focus (cont.)
Feature article

A Writer’s Right
Persuasive Essay

Speaking from the
Heart with Poetry
Reflective Vlog

Films of Focus
Feature article

Strutting the Boards
Dramatic Performance

Year 10
Sem 1:
English

Perspectives in the
Media
Persuasive vlog

The Power of Poetry
Short story writing

All the World’s a Stage
(cont.)
Analytical essay (unseen)

Sem 2:
Literature

Films and
Documentaries
Critique

Films and
Documentaries
(cont.)
Critique
Novel Study
Analytical essay (seen)

NAPLAN Preparation

All the World’s a Stage All the World’s a Stage
Analytical essay (unseen) (cont.)
Dramatic Performance

How will I show what I know and can do?
• Students will be engaged in a range of written and spoken tasks.
• Opportunities for individual and group use of information technology and performance work will provide a balance of
challenging and worthwhile assessment tasks.
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Future Solutions: Think Like an Inventor
Innovators and entrepreneurs invent big ideas that change the way we live. New technologies, new ways of doing things or new
products have solved problems in ways that have made life easier and the world a better place to live. Each big idea starts off as a
small, new idea. Future Solutions uses a project based learning approach to engage students in practical experiences, understand
and apply the design process and generate new ideas and solutions to problems now and in the future.
What is Future Solutions all about?
Using a Project Based Learning approach, students develop an understanding of design styles as an inspiration to undertake an
investigative study of the causes and consequences of an environmental change before proposing solutions for the future. This
subject is both an applied and hands-on technology course that will see students research, design and manufacture a proposed
solution using the workshop and technology spaces before communicating ideas to stakeholders.
The Future Solutions course enables students to:
• Develop an understanding of biomimicry as a design style and source of inspiration
• Develop an understanding of marketing foundations and the need for brand awareness
• Develop a deeper understanding of the interactions between digital systems, data, people and processes
• Develop understandings to enable active and ethical participation in the local, national, regional and global economies
• Develop innovative, entrepreneurial and computational thinking skills
• Develop advertising campaign using 2D and video animation software
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 9
(Elective)

One Semester Courses
The Design Process
• Environmental awareness
• Drivers of change and innovation
• Biomimicry as a design style
• Foundations of Mmarketing and branding
• Rapid prototyping
• Communicating a proposal

Production of Ideas
• Use of materials, tools and techniques
• Manufacturing
• Photo Editing
• 2D Animation
• Video Editing

How will I show what I know and can do?
There will be a variety of assessment techniques including a design folio, practical tasks and an animated video pitch.
What senior subjects could this subject lead to?
Business, Construction and Engineering, Design, Digital Solutions
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Health and Physical Education
Health and Physical Education aims to develop students as active and informed members of society, capable of managing the
interactions between themselves and their social, cultural and physical environments in the pursuit of good health.
What is Health and Physical Education all about?
• Health and Physical Education promotes an understanding and appreciation that health is multi-dimensional (social,
psychological, emotional, physical and spiritual).
• Students will participate in a variety of physical activities that are challenging and engaging.
• Responsible and informed decision-making will be promoted to assist students in developing and maintaining active and
healthy lifestyle choices.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Each year, students will learn about the science and practice of Physical Education and consider issues related to community and
personal health.
Physical Education Units
• Body Systems
• Fitness
• Games Sense
• Biomechanics
• Sports Psychology
• Skill Acquisition
• Exercise Physiology
• Sports Administration
• Motor Learning

Health Units
• Sun and Water Safety
• Binge Drinking
• Risk Management
• Harm Minimisation
• Food and Nutrition

What activities/sports am I likely to experience?
Students will participate actively in a broad range of sports and activities which may include:
Water Polo, European Handball, Golf, Badminton, Volleyball, Touch Football, Soccer, Surf Sports, Netball, Basketball, AFL, and
OzTag.
How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will be involved in group, team or individual performances. Oral and PowerPoint presentations, assignments, poster
designs, quizzes and video analysis will be used to gauge student’s understandings of the Health and Physical Education concepts
studied in class.
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Humanities
Humanities focuses on the disciplines of History and Geography. By delving into our historic origins and by exploring ecologically
sustainable environments, students will develop knowledge to equip them with valuable life skills.
What is Humanities all about?
Humanities students will engage in and connect with a variety of relevant and interesting units throughout the year. They will gain
meaningful knowledge and understanding of a broad range of topics, including those which directly relate to their own interests.
Students will learn through an inquiry-based approach and will have the opportunity to use a variety of ICTs in the classroom.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 7

History
The Ancient World (60 000 BC – c.650 AD)
A focus on Ancient History

Geography
Environmental and Human Geography
Mapping Skills (Place and Space)

Ancient Australia
Aboriginal and Torres Strait occupation of Australia and
Indigenous heritage and culture.
The Mediterranean World – Ancient Rome

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Water in the World
A renewable environmental resource
Place and Livability
Why people live where they do

The Asian World – Ancient China
Environmental and Human Geography
Connecting the Ancient to the Modern World
(c.650 AD – 1750)
The transformation of the Roman world and the spread of Mapping Skills
Christianity and Islam
Landforms and Landscapes
World landscapes and the study of geomorphic
Medieval Europe
processes
The Renaissance
Changing Nations
Urbanisation and future urban planning
Expanding contacts
Spanish conquest of the Americas
Environmental and Human Geography
The Making of the Modern World (1750 -1918)
European revolutions and imperial expansion
Biomes and Food Security – Feeding the world’s
Making a Nation – Australian History
people
Federation as a key event in Australian self-government
Geographies of Interconnections
World War I
Globalisation, international trade and Tourism (Sunshine
Coast and the world)
History
Geography
The Modern World and Australia (1918 – Present)
Environmental Change and Management
World War II

Legal Studies
Introduction to the Australian legal system

History
Rights and freedoms
How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will present information in a variety of formal and informal contexts. Assessment working under exam conditions, as well
as investigations based on research, allows students the opportunity to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of concepts
and processing skills within this diverse area of study. Students will use a variety of information literacies to complement their
knowledge and investigative skills.
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Languages
Languages develop in students the ability to communicate effectively in another language. It also helps students develop a
repertoire of life-long language learning strategies. In an age of increasing globalisation, learning another language can broaden
students’ world-views and help them develop positive attitudes towards people of other languages and cultures. The two
languages available for study at Immanuel Lutheran College are German and Japanese. Students in Year 7 will complete six
months instruction in each language before making a choice between the two languages prior to reaching Year 8.
What is Languages all about?
It is about developing communicative skills by comprehending and composing a variety of written and spoken texts in the
language. It is also about developing an understanding of other countries, their people and their culture. Learning will take place
using textbooks, computer programs, role-plays, pair work, games, videos, songs, audio tools, flash cards and worksheets.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
• In Year 7, students study one semester each of German and Japanese.
• In Year 8, students select either German or Japanese as their Languages subject.
• In Years 9 and 10, students may choose to continue with German or Japanese as an elective.
Due to the developmental nature of language study, students must have successfully completed the earlier language units to be
eligible to select their desired language elective in Years 9 to 12.
German
Year 7
(Subject
sampling)
Year 8
(Subject
sampling)
Year 9
(Elective)
Year 10
(Elective)

Japanese
Year 7
(Subject
sampling)
Year 8
(Subject
sampling)
Year 9
(Elective)
Year 10
(Elective)

Semester One
Semester Two
One semester course within the Languages rotation
Self-introductions, Counting, Our target country and its culture, Language systems and functions, Family,
Animals, Telling the Time
Hobbies and Sports, Dates, Seasons, Food, School
Towns and Cities, Buildings, Transport, Clothes,
Life, Body and physical appearances
Personal identities, Weather
Rooms and Furniture, Money, Shopping, Past Tense,
Holidays and Special occasions
Environment, Healthy Lifestyles, Celebrations

Pop culture- Music, Films and Television, TravelAccommodation, Directions, Student Exchange,
Geography, Population
School and Careers, Interpersonal Relationships,
Student Exchanges, Traveling to and Living in Germany

Semester One
Semester Two
One semester course
Land of the Rising Sun, Get to Know Me, Hiragana script, Kanji Numbers 1-100
My family and friends – age, grade, phone numbers,
hobbies, likes, dislikes.
School is cool – subjects, timetables, classroom
objects, opinions, requests, permission
Daily Routines, Hobbies and Interests, Introduction to
Katakana and Kanji scripts
Travelling around Japan, Places, Time and Travelling,
Schedules, Katakana Script

Daily Life, Sports and Leisure, Kanji days of the week,
Traditional Japanese food and restaurants

Popular culture in Japan, Anime and manga characters
we love
Health, Appearances, Healthy eating vs Fast food,
Shopping and Dining Out
Hiragana and Katakana Script Consolidation, Kanji.

How will I show what I know and can do?
Assessment is based on the students’ level of competence in the four macro-skills (listening-comprehension, speaking, readingcomprehension and writing). These skills are assessed on the completion of each unit, approximately every five to seven weeks.
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Mathematics
Mathematics is an integral part of a general education. It allows students to develop an understanding of their world and their part
in it. Competence in Mathematics is required for an ever-increasing range of future careers.
What Is Mathematics all about?
• Mathematics is about developing a working knowledge and understanding of mathematical facts and operations.
• Students will be taught the relevance and meaning of mathematical concepts.
• Concepts and operations will be applied to real life situations.
• Students will gain skills and strategies in problem solving.
• Independent thinking and investigation is encouraged.
• Students will gain the appropriate knowledge, skills and concepts to be successful in further mathematical studies.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Term One
Whole Numbers
Indices
Measurement
Transformations
Integers and indices
Algebraic expressions

Financial mathematics
Pythagoras’ theorem
Linear relationships
Coordinate Geometry
PSMT

Term Two
Fractions
Statistics and probability
Integers
Linear functions
Measurement
PSMT
Measurement
Index laws
Algebraic expressions

Semester One
Year 10

Trigonometry

Algebra
Linear relationships

Term Three
Decimals, percent and
ratio
Patterns and Algebra
PSMT
Linear equations
Geometry
Fractions, decimals and
percentages
Statistics
Probability
Trigonometry

Term Four
Linear equations
Angles and shapes

Ratio and rate
Statistics and Probability

Geometric reasoning
Non-linear functions

Semester Two
General Mathematics
Finance
Measurement
Statistics
Geometry

Mathematical Methods
Non-linear relationships
Polynomials
Surds and Logarithms
Probability

How will I show what I know and can do?
Assessment of each unit of work is by a written examination with 60% of the mark allocations on simple familiar questions, 20%
on complex familiar and 20% on complex unfamiliar questions.
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Media Studies
Media Studies aims to promote an awareness of media in society and to develop students’ critical, analytical, creative and design
skills in a variety of media forms, genres and contexts. Media forms include the traditional, contemporary and emerging such as
print, broadcast, photographic, video, web, digital and promotional materials.
What is Media Studies all about?
• Media Studies is about discovering and using creative talents.
• Students will analyse the background that has led to today’s media forms.
• Self-esteem is fostered through the production of individual texts.
• Students will learn to work as a team and will develop an understanding and an appreciation of the role of media in society.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Semester One
Year 7
(Subject
sampling)

Year 8
Year 9
(Elective)

Year 9
(Elective)

Semester Two

One semester course within The Arts rotation: Visual Arts
Media: Introduction to Time-based media, develop a film based on the life of a bug.
Visual Art: Introduction to Symbols in Art and how artist communicate visually. Students will be exposed to
various media like drawing, printmaking and paint.
One term course within the Arts rotation
Digital Storyboard
Using Photoshop as a design tool create a story board based on the concept of ‘A Chase’. The students will be
exposed to skills of storytelling in film including: framing, composition and a narrative structure.
One semester course
Animation
Students learn various animation techniques including Claymation, paper cut-outs and Flash. Students
choose a style and write and create their own animation.
Video Games
Students study video games in terms of Representations, Institutions, and Technologies and analyse a video
game of their choice.
Music Videos
Teen Genre Films
Students study the narrative film elements and
Students study the history and codes and conventions of
terminology. They then focus on the codes and music videos. Individually, each student writes a treatment
and script for their own music video. As a group, students
conventions of teen genre films. Assessment
then film and edit a music video of their own.
includes reviewing a teen film, writing a
treatment and script for a teen film, and filming
and editing their own short teen film.

How will I show what I know and can do?
Media Studies has an outcomes focus and is learner centred. The assessment of outcomes is linked to criteria, which reflect the
attributes of lifelong learning and working in a media context. Students demonstrate competence during class activities while
designing and presenting.
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Music
Students who study this subject will learn the fundamentals of music, develop creativity and learn how music has evolved through
the ages. They will also discover how advances in technology have played a major role in the music industry. Each student will
be encouraged to reach their highest personal standards of musicianship. Further opportunities will be given to pupils to perform
in concerts and school productions, fostering self-discipline and developing a commitment towards extra-curricular musical
activities.
What is Music all about?
• Students will analyse, compose and perform music.
• Students will develop the ability to critically evaluate and listen with discrimination to a wide range of musical styles.
• Students will develop musical literacy and the ability to communicate effectively through musical creativity, expression and
self-discipline.
• Cognitive, physical and affective skills will be developed through the performance, evaluation and composing of music.
• The development of social and personal skills will promote group cooperation, responsibility, confidence and self-esteem.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Semester One
Year 7
(Subject
sampling)
Year 8

Semester Two

One semester course within The Arts rotation: Performing Arts
Music: Foundations: Basic Drumming, Guitar and Vocal Skills; Legends of Music
Drama: Elements of Drama, Improvisation
Dance: Elements of Dance, Safe Dance Practice, Choreography
One term course within the Arts rotation
Composition and Performance

Year 9
(Elective)

One semester course
Music that Moves (Film, TV, Computer Games, Radio and Advertising)

Year 10
(Elective)

• Introduction to Senior Music
• Timbres – Musical Sounds
• Song Writing

• Song Writing continued
• ‘Aussie’ Music

How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will demonstrate their understanding of the subject in a variety of small and large group performances, compositions and
workbook activities, vocal and instrumental performances, written and multimedia assignments, and through using appropriate
technology such as Musescore, Soundtrap, Hookpad, Auralia and Musition.
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Performing Arts (Integrated)
Students who study this subject will learn the fundamentals of Music, Dance and Drama. Each student will be encouraged to find
and develop their own artistic style and focus. Further opportunities will be given to pupils to perform in concerts and school
productions, fostering a sense of community and self-discipline while developing a commitment towards Arts activities.
What is Performing Arts all about?
• Students will compose and perform music; choreograph and present dance sequences; improvise scenes and polished
dramatic performances .
• Students will develop the ability to critically analyse and evaluate with discrimination.
• Students will develop skills and abilities to communicate effectively through the construction, development, rehearsal and
performance of works.
• Students will build contemporary affective skills such as creativity, expression and self-discipline.
• Cognitive, physical and affective skills will be developed through the performance, evaluation and creation of works.
• The development of social and personal skills will promote group cooperation, responsibility, confidence and self-esteem.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Semester One
Year 7
(Subject
sampling)

Semester Two

One semester course within The Arts rotation: Performing Arts
Music: Foundations: Basic Drumming, Guitar and Vocal Skills; Legends of Music; School of Rock
Drama: Elements of Drama, Improvisation
Dance: Elements of Dance, Safe Dance Practice, Choreography

How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will demonstrate their understanding of the subject in a variety of public performances.
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Science
Science encourages students to develop an understanding of the natural world, through observation, research and experimental
investigations. There is a focus on thinking skills in Years 7 and 8.
What is Science all about?
• The teaching and learning of science develops analytical and investigative skills, and is learner-centred.
• Students will be involved in the process of constructing meaning to develop their understanding of scientific concepts.
• Students will be involved in a range of learning strategies and have opportunities to undertake independent investigation.
• Students will develop the ability to use Science as a framework for organising and gaining knowledge leading to improved
cultural and intellectual understanding of our world.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Year 7

Year 8

Semester One
Developing Science measurement and observation skills
while working safely in a laboratory. Applying these skills
to determine the properties of substances and relating
these findings to the uses of the substance.

Investigating how energy is transferred/transformed in
a range of systems, with a focus on electrical energy.
Learning to describe forces in the context of buoyancy.
Year 9 Studying homeostasis and applying knowledge of this to
case studies of human water balance and reproduction.
Investigating inheritance and the effect of selection
pressures.
Year 10 Understanding the structure of matter. Investigating
chemical reactions, including combustion and reactions
of acids in living and non-living systems.

Semester Two
Learning to organise and classify living things. Then
looking at living systems on a small (cellular) through
to a large (ecosystem) scale and investigating the
relationship between environments and survival.
Continuing to apply safe working skills in the laboratory.
Carrying out a range of practical activities to investigate
the properties of elements, compounds and mixtures,
including methods of separation.
Constructing and testing solar cars to investigate energy
transfer (wave particle models) and efficiency applying
the laws of physics regarding motion using roller coasters
as an example.
Completing investigations into reaction times and the
structure of receptors. Learning how to interpret and
analyse data from a range of experimental sources.

How will I show what I know and can do?
The assessment tasks are linked to criteria, which reflect the attributes of lifelong learning and of working scientifically. There will
be a variety of assessment tasks that reflect the structure of those completed by senior students, including experimental tasks,
research investigations and timed examinations. Students will complete four tasks per year.
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Visual Art
Students engage in art experiences to develop personal expression, aesthetic judgement and critical awareness. Two-dimensional
and three-dimensional forms are created using a variety of materials, processes and functions. Display, discussion and critique of
class work are also important aspects of Visual Art studies. Students learn to describe, analyse and interpret art works from past
and contemporary art movements and study artworks from other cultures in past and present contexts.
What is Visual Art all about?
• Students will design, make and appraise art.
• Students employ a variety of art-related technologies including computer software.
• Self-discipline, self-motivation, persistence and problem-solving ability is developed within the student.
• Students develop ability in visual communication and understanding.
• Students develop a critical awareness of the visual world and the artist role within it.
• Students are encouraged to develop technical skills in a variety of media areas.
• Students are provided with an opportunity to explore and address competencies appropriate to a wide range of career and life
paths.
What topics am I likely to learn about?
Term One
Year 7
(Subject
sampling)

Year 8
(Subject
sampling)

Year 9
(Elective)

Year 10
(Elective)

Term Two

Term Three

Term Four

One semester course within The Arts rotation: Visual Arts
Media: Introduction to Time-based media, develop a film based on the life of a bug.
Visual Art: Introduction to Symbols in Art and how artists communicate visually. Students will be exposed to
various media such as drawing, printmaking and paint.
One term course within the Arts rotation
Artist Study
Students will be exposed to how art is an important form of communication. They will identify and understand
their connection to place and create an artwork form this. They will study a contemporary artist to understand their
technique and way to express their ideas.
One semester elective course
Digital to 2D
Students will be using technology as a base to develop their own artwork. As part of experiencing art as
communication they will design an artwork form experiences in their life. The students will be exposed to painting
and photoshop techniques.
Commercial art.
Students will explore how art can become and exist within a commercial space. They will investigate successful
commercial artforms. Using this as a foundation develop their own work that recognises commercial trends.
Term Unit
Term Unit
Term Unit
Term Unit
Artist Study. I am
Representation in art.
Art is different.
Stimulus
inspired by . . .
Using a drawing medium, Cameras have changed the The students will be
Appropriation in Art
students will translate
artworld.
exposed to a Stimulus.
– painting a famous
an image in context as
This unit will look at what From this experience
masterpiece with a
realistic as possible. The students can do with this they will create their own
modern twist
focus is on developing
new media area and how it personal artwork.
refined technique.
has been transformed with
digital technology

How will I show what I know and can do?
Students will demonstrate their understanding of the subject through individual art works covering both two and three-dimensional
art disciplines; a visual diary (completed digitally), includes research, sketches and ideas; as well as appraising tasks in the form
of written reflections.
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